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DISCUSSION BEFORE THE MANCHESTER LOCAL SECTION.

Mr. P. V. HUNTER : I believe I am correct in saying that so far as Mr. Hunter,
the practical application of this gear is concerned neither of the
authors has had the advantage of an extended experience, and, to one
who has watched the commercial working of a large system equipped
with balanced protective gear, their grasp of the problem in its practical
details is remarkable. First, I should like to point out, in connection
with the design of balanced protective gear, the pressure rise which
takes place on the secondary side of the current transformers due to
severe overloads occasioned by faults on the system. This overload
comes on all the apparatus between the fault and the power station and
causes a rise in secondary voltage on all protective current transformers
through which it passes. From Table A it will be noticed that this
pressure may reach 600 or 700 volts between the terminals of the
current transformer. This condition is entirely new to current trans-
former working, and unless the secondary winding is specially insulated
to meet it, a breakdown will occur between turns. In general, this
breakdown will not be discovered at the time it occurs, because it does
not sufficiently alter the ratio of the current transformers to make them
operate on ordinary loads. When, therefore, a second fault occurs
elsewhere on the network, the protective gear on the faulty section
operates, and also that in which the current transformer secondary had
previously broken down. This may result in shutting down a large
part of the network. The trouble is of course very easily guarded
against, once it is known, by means of additional insulation between
turns on the secondary winding. Secondly, it is of great importance to
design balanced gear for fault conditions, and not for what we ordinarily
understand as full-load conditions. 1 It is of the utmost importance
that the balanced protective gear should not break down under any rush
of current which may conceivably occur during a fault; in fact, any
protective gear installed on a mains system should be capable of being
run safely for an appreciable length of time under the maximum
momentary fault conditions ; that is to say, if the maximum fault current
is 10,000 amperes under a short circuit, the balanced protective gear
should be capable of being safely run at this current, and it is this
current which the designer should have in mind. If ordinary current
transformers are designed for the comparatively small load represented
by the full load of the apparatus protected, they are likely to explode
under extremely severe fault conditions. I am afraid that those who
have not had much experience of the balanced protective gear and the
variety of ways in which it can be arranged will be very confused with
the large number of diagrams shown. The only satisfaction I can give
them is that the authors might have made things infinitely worse. I
have never attempted to count the ways in which it is possible to
connect up protective apparatus on the Merz-Price system, but the
number runs into hundreds. For the information of those interested I
may say that so far as. I am aware the only arrangements used in com-
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Mr. Hunter, mercial service on any reasonably large scale are shown on diagrams 9,
13, and 17. These three arrangements have been used very freely, and
I believe the transforming apparatus protected exceeds 50,000 k.w., and
the miles of high-tension cable are anything up to 500. Returning to
the question of the number of balanced protective gear arrangements,
it is a most interesting fact that whenever any one meets the protective
gear for- the first time he always sits down and works out an arrange-
ment of his own. The authors' contribution is shown in Figs. 21 to 26.
They suggest that Fig. 24 is an improvement on Fig. 13, and they give
their reasons on page 687. I hope no one will dispute their claim for
this arrangement, as it would be of interest to see it developed. I note
that on page 688, paragraph 4, it is stated that a break in the pilot wire
immediately results in the feeder being cut off. This is of course only
true if there is sufficient current in the feeder to operate the relays, and
as this current is usually full-load current, it is probable that the feeder
would not be cut off in the event of a break in the pilot, and perhaps
not until a fault occurred elsewhere on the system producing sufficient
current to operate the relays. I also notice from paragraph 2 on
page 687 that the authors object to the tripping batteries. I may say
that these are put in for entirely different reasons from those which the
authors have in mind, and that even were direct tripping possible with
the voltage-balancing gear it is improbable that it would be used to any
great extent. To my mind the most serious objection to the arrange-
ment which the authors recommend is the number of parts which have
to be balanced. In Fig. 23 there are eighteen, and in Fig. 24 there are
fourteen, whereas in the ordinary voltage-balancing gear there are only
six parts to be balanced. Referring to Table A, it is unfortunate that
so far as column 1 is concerned the figures for the voltage-balanced
arrangement are calculated on entirely theoretical apparatus. It will
be noted that the primary input at full load is given as 41 volt-amperes.
On the north-east coast, for feeder protection, this system of balancing
is used exclusively, and the actual primary input of the 6,000-volt trans-
formers is 5 volt-amperes, not 41. I do not suggest that this small
figure has been adopted on account of the saving of energy, nor is it
due to the fact that with the small output the current transformer can
have a bar primary. The real reason why this protective gear for
voltage balancing has an output, of 5 volt-amperes is that it is designed
to work continuously with the maximum fault current. I do not think
any apparatus which the authors put forward would work under these
conditions for a minute without using a large amount of material in
construction, thus making it extremely cumbersome and expensive. In
conclusion I should like to emphasise the fact that in designing
protective gear the great point is to forget ordinary full-load currents
and design absolutely for the particular maximum fault conditions.

Mr Clothier Mr. **• W- CLOTHIER : As it was my privilege six years ago to be
associated with Mr. Price in the design of " Merz-Price " protective
systems, I am in a position thoroughly to appreciate the value of the
authors' remarks, and I agree entirely with their conclusions that this
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system of protection has many advantages. In support of this opinion Mr> Clothier.
I have, thanks to the courtesy of Mr. Lackie, of Glasgow, a piece of
cable which developed a short between two phases. Fortunately it
was suitably protected, and in consequence was cleared so quickly that
there was only a very small hole burnt in the cable. It is interesting
to note that even the outer dielectric was not pierced by the arc.
Incidentally this example is of particular interest at the moment in
view of the necessity now under discussion of clearing faults in mines
so quickly as to avoid flashing external to the cable. It is a significant
fact that similar cable faults have occurred in places where the balanced
protective gear was not installed, and such faults have occasioned com-
plete shut-down for lengthy periods. Seeing that the authors have
shown a drawing of a transformer, I may be allowed to describe
details of the transformers installed on the 6,000-volt networks in
Newcastle. The construction shown in Fig. A.is probably the simplest
form of transformer devised for use with the " Merz-Price" system.
The primary, consisting of a straight through conductor, lends itself

FIG. A.

to perfect insulation. Moreover, with this construction every trans-
former can be balanced with a standard at many times its full-load
current. For such purposes it is possible to thread a solid copper bar
which will carry 5,000 or 6,000 amperes, whereas to carry such heavy
currents through a transformer with primary turns, owing to the
limited section of the copper, would be difficult. The core is of a
circular type, and has an air-gap as shown on the sketch. The primary
input is less than 5 volt-amperes at full load, as compared with the
authors' transformers of 41 volt-amperes and 125 volt-amperes. The
air-gap affords a ready means of adjustment, and in practice these
transformers are accurately balanced with the standard in this way.
The transformer differs from that shown by the authors in that it has a
straight-line characteristic up to twenty to thirty times full-load current,
thus, in contradistinction to the authors' design, it is suitable for use
with tees. It is satisfactory to note that, although there are at least
1,000 of these transformers in everyday use, there has never been any
failure either in the insulation of the primary or between turns on the
secondary. With regard to the capacity current in the pilot cable, I
admit the disadvantage of a transformer having a straight-line charac-
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Mr. clothier, teristic up to twenty to thirty times its full-load current. On the other
hand it must be borne in mind that a cable 6 miles long has such a
resistance as to put a limit on the amount of primary current which
can pass through it in the event of a fault occurring. Therefore the
question of capacity current only comes into consideration for short
lengths of cables near to the generating plant, and in such cases the
capacity current in the pilot is negligible because the cables are short.
The relay shown on Fig. 32 is the first design of relay made for this
work in this country. Many engineers prefer not to rely solely upon a
single contact to trip their switches, and, in order to meet this require-
ment, this relay is made with a small weight, which is released after
the first contact is made by the armature. In falling, the weight
hammers home a contact which is in parallel with that made by the
armature, and thus adds an element of security besides avoiding spark-
ing at the relay contacts. The authors are somewhat misleading when
they infer that these relays do not automatically re-set themselves, as it
is only necessary to remove the supplementary contact, and then, like
the authors' design, the relays will automatically re-set themselves. It
is more correct to say that the relay on Fig. 32 possesses an advantage
over the relay on Fig. 31, in that the former can be made automatically
to re-set itself or not, as preferred by the user. I would also suggest
that the light armature on the relay to Fig. 32 is better than the heavy
armature and balance weight on Fig. 31, as the inertia of the latter
would, as compared with the former, tend to retard the instantaneous
action of the relay. The authors mention the necessity of opening the
case in order to re-set the relay. It should be noted that opening the
case is a very simple matter in the type of relay illustrated, although as
a matter of fact this and other types of relays are re-set by a small
button placed outside the case. With regard to the authors' proposals,
it is as well to correct their impression that current balancing has not
been used in practice in conjunction with feeder protection. There
are several instances of current balancing for feeder'protection in the
Newcastle district. The system is known there as neutral-wire balanc-
ing, but this system was abandoned in favour of electrical balancing.
The proposal shown in Fig. 24, which eliminates relays and the auxi-
liary trip, is particularly interesting, and would be an improvement if it
could be arranged without involving an excessive primary input to the
series transformers at full load; but on page 691 the normal input of
these transformers is given as 125 volt-amperes, and although six only
are shown on Fig. 24, there are really eight of these proposed in the
scheme. When compared with the six transformers, with a primary
input of only 5 volt-amperes each, required by the E.M.F. balancing as
used at Newcastle, the waste of energy in the transformers in the
authors' proposal represents in the long run a much more expensive
item than the initial cost of relays and batteries. The saving of one
pilot wire claimed is also possible, when necessary, with E.M.F.
balancing. The reason that no attempt has been made in the New-
castle district to eliminate the relays and auxiliary trip is that it has
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been considered necessary to work the tripping mechanism of the Mr. Clothier,
switches periodically. The authors, I believe, admit the possibility of
the switches sticking. It is therefore a common practice to trip the
switches at regular intervals, and this operation can be most con-
veniently carried out when relays with auxiliary trips are used. In
conclusion, therefore, whilst giving the authors the credit due to them
for their most ingenious proposal, I think there is much left for them
to do before they can lay claim to having materially advanced the
subject of design, but at the same time much good is bound to result
from the open way in which they have brought their proposals forward.

Mr. E. B. WEDMORE : I consider that the commercial merits of the Mr.
Merz-Price system are not yet recognised as they should be, and e more"
perhaps in time to come we shall recognise the debt the industry owes
to the makers of this protective gear. It might be of interest to state
that the circulating-current system shown in a number of the figures
has been independently developed by the B.T.H. Company, who
have used it extensively for a number of years. The same Company
have had under consideration the advantages of the circulating-current
system as applied to feeder protection, and have developed methods of
compensating for pilot-wire drop and capacity current in the pilot wire,
similar to those illustrated, and I believe they have also applied for
patent protection. I would like to emphasise the importance of the
question of excessive heating in current transformers, referred to by
Mr. Hunter. It is not generally realised what very high temperatures
can be reached in the fraction of a second required to clear a fault in
cases where the current transformer primaries are designed to carry
normally a small fraction of the total output of the plant, but during a
fault have to carry many times this current. The heating effect, of
course, increases with the square of the current, and I have known of
several instances where current transformers have exploded violently
under such conditions. I appreciate the advantages of the circulating-
current system for feeder protection, and would add that on large
systems it is quite practicable to obtain the full advantages of the single
turn primary-current transformer and the direct-current tripping
device, by employing sensitive relays in place of direct-acting trip coils.
I believe that this system has a great future before it. After some
experience in the balancing of transformers, I am satisfied that an
adequate balance can be readily obtained under this system, and the
apparatus made more sensitive owing to the ready manner in which
capacity-current difficulties are overcome. The systems shown in
Figs. 27 and 28 are typical of a number of devices I have developed
for different service conditions, and I may say that the defects the
authors have found in the arrangement shown in Fig. 27 are due
to the omission of certain items from the diagram. In order to
make the arrangement discriminate, it is only necessary to add
reverse-current relays normally short-circuiting the respective trip
coils. The employment of the cross-connected current transformers
ensures that there would be no tripping current in the case of a
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Mr. surge, whilst the employment of the relays makes certain that only
the defective feeder would be cut out on a fault occurr ing. I have
sometimes regre t ted that Messrs. Merz and Pr ice had developed
their selective system as soon as they did. Had they turned their
attention to the improvement of reverse-current relays, I feel sure
that great advances would have been made in that b ranch of the
art. Owing to the relatively high cost of their system, it has been
necessary to find cheaper methods of dealing with the problems
met with. T h e reverse-current relay of the present day is a very
different device from that which Messrs. Merz and Pr ice have con-
demned . T h e relays used in the system above referred to were
designed to give large forces opera t ing with extreme rapidity on
small currents , even at quite low voltages, and would operate on
far smaller current values than could be considered in connection
with the Merz-Price system. This quest ion of rapid operation is
very impor tant for feeder protect ion, as faults due to punc tur ing of
insulation develop relatively slowly, and sensitive relays would clear them
with a min imum of d is turbance of the system. About two hundred
of the relays referred to are now in use on genera tors and feeders, and
have not only met all service conditions, normal and abnormal , but
have been very severely tested by some of the users, and by bad faults
in service. T h e r e is a large scope for protective devices suitable for
use only on parallel feeders, as the latter are very extensively adopted,
and are likely to be so. Whils t the system at Newcast le of employing
single feeders and in terconnectors seems to be admirably adapted to the
rather special condit ions existing there, it is found that in a large number
of cases the employment of parallel feeders gives greater economy in
cable. For example, in the typical case of a genera t ing station sur-
rounded by three, four, or even five sub-stations, a little e lementary
geomet ry will show that less cable is required for the parallel feeder
system than for furnishing single feeders with in terconnectors . In this
connect ion I would like to refer to a method of distribution eminently
adapted to small industrial towns where customers are small power
users and capital cost an important consideration. In such cases the
consuming points cannot be readily predetermined, so that the most
economical r ing-main system could not be laid out. Moreover, owing
to the necessity of confining cables to available streets, it would often
be impossible to adopt the theoretically best system of conductors .
T h e cost of obtaining way-leaves and of opening up addit ional roads
is also a consideration. In such cases a parallel feeder system can be
employed with advantage, the feeders being connected together only
at the genera t ing station and each customer furnished with switches
for connect ion to either system, but a r ranged so that connect ion could
not be made to both systems at once. T h e expendi ture required for
the employment of discr iminat ing gear on such a system would not be
justified, but as the feeders would all be open-ended, one might employ
with great advantage leakage protect ive appara tus at the genera t ing
station alone. I refer to the balanced core system of leakage protection,
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by which individual feeders might be disconnected instantaneously on Mr.
leaks developing, representing a small fraction of normal-load current. c more"
This arrangement has great advantages. An earth resistance of high
ohmic value may be employed, ensuring that the fault currents are
limited to a fraction of normal-load current. The employment of
earthing resistances of high ohmic value removes all difficulties which
may be experienced in some cases, due to currents circulating between
the generators, and greatly simplifies the problem of earthing the
neutral. There is yet another advantage which has not been fully
appreciated. It is often found that a heavy fault so distorts the voltage
triangle at the generating station that individual induction motors and
other apparatus in all parts of the system feed back to the fault and cut
themselves out of service. This feature cannot be directly dealt
with by the employment of the Merz-Price system of protection,
but by the employment of a leakage system and a high resistance
to earth the trouble may be eliminated. With very few exceptions,
faults develop first as faults to earth, so that on this system serious
disturbances are practically eliminated. The disconnection of faulty
sections without the necessity for the development of heavy short-
circuit currents relieves the system also of the inevitable static strains
due to violent changes of current value.

Mr. A. E. MCKENZIE : To those responsible for the maintenance of Mr.
an uninterrupted supply of electricity from a power station, the choice McKenzie-
of the correct protective gear to instal is of the utmost importance.
On the Manchester system, so far, there is no balanced protective gear
on the feeders, although there are ten sets on order. I am greatly
surprised that all the previous speakers have agreed, by their silence,
in recommending that this gear should not be used for the protection
of generators. In Manchester there are two 4,000-k.w. generators
which have been protected by this gear for the last two years. Previous
to its installation we were subject to a great deal of trouble on these
alternators through faults starting between turns in the same coil, and
subsequently developing to earth. When the generators were re-wound
the balanced protective gear was installed, but it has not yet been
called upon to operate, as no faults have since occurred. I appreciate
that this system cannot be used for the protection of generators against
loss of field, but how often does a generator lose its field ? I have had
many years' central-station experience, but have never yet known a
generator totally to lose its field. I do not consider it necessary to
instal an automatic device which will always cut out a generator when
loss of power takes place, but think that this can safely be left to the
discretion of the switchboard attendant. No automatic devices that
we have tried at Stuart Street, Manchester, have given satisfaction
under all conditions, but we consider that the balanced system has the
most advantages. At the present time our 6,000-k.w. generators are
connected solid to the bars, but Merz-Price gear is now on order, and
will shortly be fitted to them, and we believe that it will meet every
condition that is necessary. I do not consider it essential that
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Mr. genera tors should always be cut out immediate ly a fault occurs
be tween different par ts of the same phase, having on several occasions
found coils welded together when cut t ing out for rewinding. In my
opinion the alternative to the Merz-Price protection for generators
is not to protect at all. I agree with Mr. Clothier that it is advantageous
to have the tripping coils operated by an auxiliary circuit, so that they
can be tested regularly. The relays on the generators at Stuart Street
are frequently closed to open the switches when the generators are
being taken off load, to see that the gear is in working order. Of
course, most of the high-tension feeders in Manchester were run before
the balanced system was known, but pilot wires have been laid in all
the cables recently put down. Where duplicate feeders run to the
same busbars in a sub-station, relays are installed, and have always
answered very well. Some years ago, when it was not so well known
how long it was possible to run on a high-tension fault, relays were
put in at Stuart Street which could be adjusted to 20 seconds. These
relays are now set absolutely instantaneous. When the instantaneous
setting was first tried, it was anticipated that when faults occurred on
the low-tension network the momentary rush of current would open
the main feeder breaker at the generating station, but they have been
set this way for about two years, and, so far, no trouble of this kind has
been experienced. The relays are set to operate at twice the normal
full load of the feeder, and on some occasions pieces of 3-core 0*15
cable, lead covered and armoured, 1 ft. long, have been burnt away.
I was therefore very interested to notice the piece of high-tension
cable which Mr. Clothier produced, showing the very slight damage
that had occurred to cause the balanced protective gear to open the
feeder circuit breaker at the Glasgow station.

DISCUSSION BEFORE THE BIRMINGHAM LOCAL SECTION,

JANUARY I I , 191 I .

Mr. Railing. Mr. M. RAILING : On account of the tremendous spread everywhere
of electric application in industry and private life, it has of late
become increasingly necessary to use all possible safeguards. The
protection of life and property has become more necessary and more
difficult; more difficult on account of the extensiveness of the problem,
the large number of users and of producers ; more necessary not only
because of the value of life and property, but also because every
neglect of safeguard in the eyes of numerous competitors means a
retrograde step for our industry.

Mr. Taylor. Mr. A. M. TAYLOR : The authors pay considerable attention to the
minimum tripping current; but whether an oil-switch clears a fault
successfully or otherwise appears to me to depend more on the oil-
switch than on the relay. The question whether one relay which
commences to operate with 250 amperes is better than another which
requires 500 amperes seems unimportant, in view of the fact that a
short-circuit current might reach a value on a large system (such as
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that in a big town) of, perhaps, 10,000 amperes in the ^ ^ part of a Mr. Taylor.
second, whereas the oil-switch would not clear a fault under, perhaps,
\ to T\j of a second. Long before the relay itself had operated, much
less the switch, the current would have reached a value several times
in excess of the 500 amperes above alluded to. It may, perhaps, be
worth mentioning that I have designed a switch which will, I estimate,
open a circuit in the 5o-o Part of a second, or will, if preferred, simply
cut down the current, so that a dangerous value is never reached,
breaking it as the wave passes through zero in the manner indicated in
Fig. B. With regard to the question of the protection of feeders by the
Merz-Price system, it seems that such a system is highly desirable, in
spite of the limitations of the switches at present employed ; but, where
a large underground cable system is already laid down in a town, it is
a very serious matter to consider the opening of the streets for the
purpose of laying the pilot wires needed in conjunction with the Merz-

- Approximate time taken by Urge oil-switch to open the circuit

^Probable bime taken by ordinary M-P relay Co opera.be.

FIG. B.

A. Time taken by special switch to open circuit if current unaltered.
B. Current in special switch if account taken of insertion of resistances by same.
C. Point of break circuit by special switch.
D. Point of break circuit by special switch if required.

Price apparatus. With reference to the remarks at the foot of page 685
and the diagram Fig. 19 on page 693, I am not sure that the proposed
extra transformer will solve the difficulty. While it would be efficacious
in the case of a short circuit between phases (1) and (3), or (1) and (2),
it will not protect against a short circuit between phases (2) and (3).
With regard to the question of pilot wires, I have considered the
possibility of doing without these in certain cases by introducing a
discriminating system depending upon the momentary drop of poten-
tial on the occurrence of a fault current. Any ordinary reverse-current
relay is, of course, useless for this, as all the relays on the one side of
the fault would act together; but if a relay could be devised which
would only respond to the position on the ring at which the maximum
drop occurred, and which was unaffected by the passage of ordinary
" load " currents (no matter in which direction they flowed through it),
and in which, moreover, the action was the more positive the greater
the drop in E.M.F., then, it seems to me, protection might be obtained,
even on a ring main, without any pilot wires. I believe it is possible to
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Mr. Taylor, devise such a form of relay. I believe it would also be possible to dis-
criminate between consumers who were only a quarter of a mile apart,
and, if necessary, even closer than this. For longer distances the

M problem becomes correspondingly more easy.
Chamen. Mr. A. D. CHAMEN : A great deal has been said and written lately

with regard to protective gear, but, considering the importance of the
subject to power station or supply engineers, I do not think the subject
has been overdone. My experience is that engineers looking at con-
trivances of this kind often say : " T h i s is extremely pretty on paper,
but how is it going to do us any good ?" They are now, however,
gradually coming to see that the Merz-Price gear is not merely some-
thing nice to have, but also something necessary for the satisfactory
working of their system, and are installing more and more protective
gear once they have had experience with it. The authors of the paper
have gone very thoroughly into the subjec t ; they have cast about to
try to make improvements on existing methods, and they claim to have
succeeded in doing so. Here I want to criticise one or two points.
First of all, the authors make a point of doing away with the relays
and batteries. They look upon that as an advantage, but I am afraid I
do not agree. My reason is that it is very necessary to test the switch-
gear for operation. Of course it must be realised that when Merz-Price
gear is installed on a system it is far more necessary to keep it in proper
repair than the ordinary overload gear, for if a switch shall stick or, for
some reason or other, the apparatus should fail, the fault falls back on
the generators, and unless there is some overload device the result is a
complete shut-down. Hence it is of vital importance to keep the
Merz-Price gear in order. I would be glad to know how the authors
propose to carry out periodic tests with an alternating-current trip. If
a battery and relays are provided it is quite easy to test the feeder
switches one at a t ime by tr ipping each relay with the finger and to
see that the switch opens satisfactorily. In my experience switches
failing to trip is the most frequent trouble. I do not say that it is the
fault of any particular switch ; it is an inherent fault in any oil-switch,
but if tested at short periods- any failure is checked in t ime. The
second point that they make is that they use only two pilots. I can
only say that with the electrical balancing system, and by using air-gap
transformers, exactly the same arrangement is made . Only two pilots
are necessary, exactly in the same way as with the current balancing.
T h e third point made by the authors is that this gear is easier to main-
tain and keep in order. I am not so sure about that, as instead of relays
we have resistances, and we have also an extra transformer at each end.
T h e authors say that it is not necessary to construct their transformers
carefully. I can only say of the air-gap transformer that it is easy to
construct and there is no difficulty with balancing. Every transformer
is carefully tested during construction, and this is a very simple matter.
I have never heard of a fault or failure of an air-gap transformer either
with the insulation or with the balancing. I do not see how the first
cost of the authors ' system-can be any less than the electrical balancing
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system. They use extra transformers and resistances against the relays Mr.
and set of batteries. Of course the point as to whether the transformers amen-
are more costly or not is one I cannot answer. One would naturally
think they would be, as they have to have a greater output. The firm
who have installed most of the apparatus in this country are still using
air-gap transformers and electrical balancing for feeders, but not for
transformer protection, etc., as this is a different problem. It has the
advantage that it may be used on any system, and no alteration is
necessary if the cable is teed off. It is an absolute standard for all
conditions. Of course, there is a limit to the number of tees on one
cable that can be dealt with whichever system is used, because the con-
nections get complicated, and the impedance considerably increased
with each tee added. It is not desirable to have more than two or
three on one cable. As for capacity troubles, I may say that this has
been overcome entirely in practice. The patentees considered current
balancing and alternating trip for feeders before anything was really
settled. They thought it was well to abandon it in favour of the
battery trip. A great point has been made by the authors as to sensitive-
ness. They claim that the current balancing with the alternating trip
arrangement is more sensitive than electrical balancing with air-gap
transformers. That may be so, but as a matter of fact the short-circuit
current on any part of a system is very much larger than any of the
figures given in the table. It is therefore unnecessary for the apparatus
to be very sensitive. I may say also, and this will answer one of Mr.
Taylor's questions, that whenever a fault has been cleared by the Merz-
Price gear it has scarcely been known on the system that there has
been any fault. In some cases a slight kick hasbeen noticed, but never
any suggestion of synchronous plant getting out of step. The reason
is that when a fault occurs in a cable the protective gear cuts it out
before the current has reached a very high figure. Mr. Taylor, on his
diagram, shows a current ten times the full load, which is more than the
authors say will generally take place with the dead short circuit owing
to the cable resistance, but nearly every cable fault starts with a small
current, and does not develop to its maximum at once. That is the
reason faults have been cleared before'there has been any severe shock
on the system. Of course, if a pole line is being dealt with, if twc
phases come together, there is a dead short circuit, and the maximum
possible current is reached at once. The authors' current balancing
requires two resistances in the pilot circuit to ensure proper operation.
This resistance requires adjustment, and I presume that if a feeder has
to be cut in the middle for additional connections (say another con-
sumer) this resistance has to be readjusted and the whole lot balanced
again. With electrical balancing that is not the case. One simply con-
nects up a fresh set of current transformers on each side to balance with
the old transformers. With regard to Fig. 26—I may be wrong—but
on the face of it there appears to me a doubt as to whether this would
work. Supposing a fault were to occur on another cable and the
current feeding it had to enter the teed cable at two limits and pass out
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Mr. on the third, obviously the current in the third limit will be greater than
that in either of the other two. T h a t means that the current trans-
formers will have to work on different parts of their curve. Now, these
transformers are partly E.M.F. and part ly current transformers, and
it seems to me that unless they are huge they will not be able to give
equal current or equal po ten t ia l ; that is to say, the transformers will
have to be large enough to overcome the impedance of the pilot circuit
and other transformers, trip coils, etc., in the circuit, without losing
their ratio at all. T h e authors have mentioned some other types of
protection, but I do not think they are real competi tors to the Merz-
Price gear. Mention is made in the paper of transformer protection,
stating that when tappings are made on the main transformer to obtain
slightly higher or lower voltage, it is also necessary to make corre-
sponding tappings on the current transformers to insure a good balance.
In pract ice this is not necessary for tappings, say, 5 or 7 per cent,
variations from normal. Return now to the question of the bad effect on
the system if the Merz-Price gear should not operate. Wi th the Merz-
Price gear one cannot or should not do away altogether with overload
relays. The re should be certain number of t ime limits put in in
different places, but they should be put in at only a few places, carefully
thought out and proper t ime limits arranged. A safe thing is to start at
the generat ing station by putt ing time limits on every feeder, then if
the network is large and anything like the North-East Coast systems,
instantaneous overload relays can be fixed at certain switching centres,
whose function would be automatically to split up the system into
various smaller sections, but still keeping duplicate supply to every
sub-station. In the case of a bus-bar fault, which is not dealt with by
the protective gear, this limits the region of trouble to one district only.
It is wise to take every system by itself and study the requirements and
arrange the protective gear to suit it; it must be treated carefully on its
own merits.

As regards reversed current relays, I do not think much can be
said in their favour. They are frequently used for generators. I think
I am right in saying that if a generator loses its field it does not follow
that reverse current passes into it. The power factor can drop below
50 per cent, and still be in the same direction as regards the potential,
in which case a reverse relay will not operate. I see that the authors
have made a correction in reading their paper ; they say that they do
not advise Merz-Price gear only for generators, and that makes a great
deal of difference. Merz-Price gear on generators is very useful where
two or more generators are running in parallel. Of course, it is of no
use whatever if only one is running. A point is made by the authors
that the gear will not work with a fault between turns such as is caused
by the burning-out of an armature coil. That is not a very important
point, because smoke will generally be seen coming from the alternator
before any appreciable current is taken by that phase, and there is
plenty of time to switch the machine out of circuit. Such a fault
generally develops into a short circuit between phases or to earth, and
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as soon as this happens the protective gear cuts the machine out of
circuit. Further, if a generator loses its field, this does not constitute a
short circuit on the remaining generators, but it will run as an induction
motor with very bad power-factor until switched out. So none of the
faults which can occur to a generator which will not operate Merz-
Price gear, can be dealt with any better by any other device, while the
Merz-Price gear has the advantage that it will instantly switch out a
machine which develops a fault between phases or to earth. I would
prefer to protect generators with Merz-Price gear and with nothing
else. * Obviously, overload gear is unsatisfactory, as in the case of a
short circuit on the mains the feeders should be switched out and not
the generators. It may be interesting to give a little experience I had
just lately in South Wales, where I have been installing protective gear
on two colliery power schemes ; the mains are all pole lines. The prob-
lem is not quite the same as with cables. Anybody who has had
experience of pole lines knows that, as a rule, if the insulator or binding
breaks and the phase falls on the bracket arm, the small current passing
simply sets fire to the pole. Several cases have occurred where the pole
has been set fire to in that way. Sometimes the wires have become heated,
drawn out and broken, and the two broken ends have lain on the
ground still alive. The current was so small to the earth connection
that it was not enough to trip any kind of overload protective gear.
Now when Merz-Price protective gear is installed, a lead-covered pilot
is suspended from pole to pole, and is held up with a steel catenary
wire. This steel wire is connected to the bracket arms on every pole,
and so the earth wires on every pole are joined in parallel, this in itself
insuring a fairly heavy return circuit for the fault current. Also the
catenary wires and the lead covering are connected to substantial earth
plates at every substation and at the generating station, as well as being
directly connected with the neutral points of the generators. The
result is that when any such fault occurs as is described above,
there is ample current flowing through the fault to operate the Merz-
Price relays. These installations have proved to be perfectly satis-
factory.

Dr. M. KLOSS : The paper with all its various diagrams furnishes a very r>r. KIOS
good proof of the flexibility of the Merz-Price system, I think that the
system is one of the best ideas that have been developed in the electro*
technical industry, especially from the point of view of which Mr.
Railing has spoken; that of the importance of protection in electrical
circuits and apparatus. Perhaps the greatest advantage of the Merz-
Price system is its capability of cutting out a fault during its develop?
ment. I do not think any other system will do that. If an ordinary
overload relay is used, of course it must be set sufficiently high to
allow ordinary overloads to pass, if they only last a short time. On the
other hand, if a fault begins to develop, it will not act so long as the
increase in current keeps within the limit for which the relay is set.
That means the relay will generally allow a certain time to pass before
it acts, so that a real short circuit will occur. Further, take the case of
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Dr. Kioss. no-voltage relays. These do not fully act until the voltage has dropped
to an undesirable amount. Either of these old schemes, in fact, will
allow a dead short circuit actually to develop before they will act.
The Merz-Price gear, however, will discriminate, as has been pointed
out, and will cut out a feeder or any other faulty part of the apparatus
even if there is no reason for a dead short circuit to be caused by the
apparatus at the power station. It will cut out the faulty apparatus
during the time taken for the faults to develop, and I think that it is a
great advantage because it enables one to repair it and put the whole
thing right again before any great damage is done. I should like to ask
whether any experience has been gained either by experiment or by
actual practice with reference to higKer harmonics in such cases as
those given in Figs. 8 and 9. It is well known that alternators not.pro-
ducing a true sine-wave E.M.F. will set up circulating currents of the
third harmonic if connected in delta. I should like to know whether the
corresponding secondary currents of the transformers are likely to oper-
ate the trip coil. With reference to Mr. Taylor's remarks on a switch
designed to cut the current off in a fraction of a period, it is true that by
this means the danger of mechanical stress set up in the windings of
machines and apparatus, and also the chance of overheating due to the
enormous value of short-circuit current might be reduced. Still it should
not be forgotten that at the same time a new danger is introduced by the
rise in potential, which is proportional to the rate of change of current.
If the cutting-out would commence just at the moment of maximum
current and be completed before a quarter of a period, the rate of
change of current would naturally be much greater than if the current
were allowed to follow the ordinary wave. In order to avoid this
danger, it is advisable not to go too far in reducing the time required for
completing the break of current; it should in no case be less than a
quarter of a period.

Dr. Garrard. Dr. C. C. GARRARD : I would like first to enter a plea for simplicity
in methods of electrical protection. The paper clearly shows that the
systems of control proposed are becoming very complicated. For
each cable we have one or more auxiliary pilot cable ; presently, I
doubt not, we shall be confronted with the proposition to use further
cables to protect these auxiliary cables and so on. Now, this is not a
fantastic idea, as the keeping in proper condition of the pilot cables is
very important. These are liable to be damaged by mechanical dis-
turbance, atmospheric effects, etc., almost as much as the main cable.
In fact, I think it may be asserted that the majority of breakdowns
of cables come from immediate causes exterior to the cable, which
causes would be nearly as likely to damage the pilot cable as the main
cable. There can be no doubt that the great disadvantage of the
Merz-Price system is the pilot. Unfortunately, in certain circum-
stances, the pilot wire is necessary and it then has to be used. But
a system which may be designated the Merz-Price system run
with a maze of pilot wires everywhere, is to be strongly depre<
The most useful sphere of application of the Merz-Price system |O LM9
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interconnector, or any cable in which power may flow properly in Dr. Garrard.
either direction. The use of interconnector cable is, however, not
always an advantage from the point of view of cost, as not only must
the actual length of cables be taken into account, but also the cost of
laying, obtaining way leaves, etc. Another point to bear in mind, and
this applies equally to duplicate feeders, is whether the interconnector
or duplicate feeder has always to be connected up to the bus-bars for
any reason, say to prevent excessive drop of potential, or whether it is
to be regarded as a pure standby in case of breakdown of the ordinary
cable. A cable which is always kept connected to the bus-bars cannot,
I consider, be regarded as a duplicate one. Duplicate feeders, for
example, should only be used one at a time, say on alternate days. In
many cases, also, the interconnector is used in the same manner, that
is to say, one substation is connected to another so as to ensure an
alternative supply should the feeder to the one break down. For
ordinary working, however, the interconnector cable remains dis-
connected from the bars. This may modify the system of control
necessary to be adopted. It must not be forgotten that the Merz-
Price gear is not sufficient for the entire protection of a generating and
distribution system. It is true it protects the cables against short
circuits or grounds, but it affords no protection against overloads or
switchboard faults, or a short circuit on the bus-bars. For generator
protection all it guards against is the very rare occurrence of a break-
down of insulation of the machine to earth. I am of opinion that
reverse-power relays fitted with a time lag form a better protection for
generators.

For ordinary feeders, I am also of opinion that it is not worth while
to add the complication of Merz-Price gear. These feeders must be
protected against overload in any case, and the Merz-Price gear would
have to be installed in addition to the time-limit overload outgoing
relays. The addition of reverse relays at the far end of the feeder
secures sufficient protection. If the feeders be run in duplicate with
both always connected, then discriminating arrangements to cut out
the faulty feeder and leave the good one connected can be installed
without the necessity of pilot wires. Some of these methods are
referred to in the paper. Referring now to branch feeders, the authors
refer to Fig. 18 as a branch feeder, but this is hardly the case, as the
joint constitutes a substation, since there are switches situated there,
with, of course, an attendant to look after them. This is rather the
case of a substation with two dn-going feeders. With the arrange-
ment illustrated in Fig. 17, the authors refer to the special difficulties
which have to be got over to ensure that the sum of the three voltages
is zero. It seems to me that if the branch represents an important
load it would be best to run two cables to the point where they branch.
As the two cables would be laid at once, or at any rate pulled through
two pipes in the same trench, this would not be a much greater expense
and would obviate the likelihood of a fault on the branch entirely
shutting down the whole of the main cable. The true use of branch
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Dr.Garrard. circuits, however, is to take tappings off a main feeder for cus-
tomers en route. If this be done the probability is there would be
more than one, and if several are connected up the difficulties in
securing voltage balance of all the branches would be well nigh
insurmountable. I am fully in agreement with the authors when
they state that the best way in which the Merz-Price system can be
applied is the balanced current method. The authors have sufficiently
indicated the difficulties of the balanced voltage system. It must be
remembered that the control gear is under the charge, to a very large
extent, of people who are not skilled electricians. It is not to be
expected that such people will make a calculation such as is given in
the appendix of the paper in order to find out what any.particular
setting of the relay may mean. In fact, I take it that this appendix
particularly shows that with the balanced voltage system it is impossible
to calibrate the relays or tell beforehand at what particular fault
current they will operate. This can only be found in practice by
actual trial. With the balanced current system, the previous calibra-
tion of the relays, etc., should be a much easier matter, as the current
transformers act throughout as pure current transformers, that is to
say, with equal primary and secondary ampere-turns. I regard this
as a matter of some importance, for I think all control gear should be
capable of being periodically tested, say in the works test-room,
without interrupting the running of the system. With the balanced-
voltage system this testing would be very difficult.

Attention is drawn by the authors to the fact that the Merz-Price
system allows of a freer lay-out of the cable system. This is un-
doubtedly true in that it gives us a means of protection of inter-
connectors and ring mains, but I think that it is possible to carry this
feeder lay-out to a dangerous extent. • This applies especially when
two or more generating stations are connected to a common distribu-
tion system. Recent experience has shown that the effect of a
breakdown can be very disastrous if backed up by a large amount of
generating plant. Now, to a consumer there is no particular advantage
to have this supply floating, so to say, between two generating stations.
His purpose is served if, when generating, starter No. i fails, he can
get a supply quickly from station No. 2. Taking the scheme given in
Fig. 1 in the paper, I think that for normal running there should be
two breaks in the ring main so that substations S5, Si, S2, and S7 are
fed from A and the remainder from Ai. In the event of A failing,
however, the switches which open the ring main could be closed and
the entire supply taken from Ai with A disconnected. In other
words, while adhering to the advantage of an alternative supply we
keep the amount of plant which could feed, say, a fault consisting of a
broken-down oil-switch—a fault which, by the way, would not be
guarded against by the Merz-Price system—to a minimum. In con-
clusion, I am of opinion that the Merz-Price system is an excellent
one when used in the proper place, but think it wrong to regard it as
a universal system of control to the exclusion of all others.
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Mr. E. B. WEDMORE : It may be of interest to state that the cir- Mr.
culating current system shown in a number of the authors' figures was
independently developed by the British Thomson-Houston Company,
who have used it successfully and extensively for a number of years.
We haveialso had under consideration the advantages of the circulating-
current system as applied to feeder protection, and have developed
methods of compensating not only for the pilot-wire drop as illustrated
by the authors, but also for capacity current in the pilot wire. As
applied to generator and transformer protection, it will be understood
that the advantage of the circulating-current system is that the usual
series tripping devices of substantial construction could be employed
in place of delicate relays, and thus auxiliary supply for tripping pur-
poses is no longer required.: It is not unlikely that the same will
apply to short feeders, but where sensitive relays may be required
the advantages attached to the use of auxiliary supply for tripping
purposes could be retained. These advantages are, that the condition
of the tripping devices can be readily ascertained by direct test and
that plenty of energy is available for causing the switches to trip
quickly. I attach great importance to the employment of quick-acting
switches for dealing successfully with fault conditions. When an oil-
switch trips there are several distinct operations to be completed
before the contacts commence to separate, and under severe conditions
the arc will not be ruptured immediately on separation of the contacts.
Whilst the development of heavy faults when insulation is punctured
is commonly described as practically instantaneous on extra-high-
tension service, it has to be recognised that this is not a correct
description, and if the switchgear can be made to operate in a time
which is short as compared with the time taken to burn a hole sufficient
to develop a short circuit to its full extent, the fault can be cleared
with much less disturbance of the system. Quick-acting switchgear
has been employed under conditions where, theoretically, the devices
should not have dealt successfully with the fault conditions, and yet,
owing to quick operation, the apparatus has been able to clear the
faults without disturbance to the system.

The problem of dealing successfully with faulty conditions is not
simply a question of isolating the faulty section of the system, but an
equally important feature is that this isolation should be carried out
without the production of disturbances in this system. It is common
experience on some systems that heavy faults invariably cause the
disconnection of live load in various remote parts of the system.
Moreover, it is well recognised that static disturbances are liable to be
set up by faults. Having regard to the above considerations, I am of
opinion that if the circulating current system, as applied to feeder
protection, can be made considerably more sensitive than the systems
now employed, as we anticipate, better results will be experienced.
The conditions in a system where the demand is concentrated in a
small area are likely to be very severe. The effect on the generating
plant is greater than where long feeders or where transformers inter-
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Messrs.
Faye-
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Harlow.

vene. It is in just such a system that the circulating-current system
is likely to show material advantages. The authors have referred to
certain devices I have developed for dealing with distributing systems
which employ duplicate feeders operating in parallel. The arrange-
ments illustrated by them are typical of these devices, but Fig. 27 is
incomplete, which accounts for the defects in the arrangement dis-
covered by the authors. My scheme includes the employment of
reverse-current relays normally short-circuiting the trip coils at the
right-hand end. These relays serve to ensure that only the defective
feeder shall be disconnected on a fault. It is not suggested that the
system is proof under all conditions, and such a system has yet to be
.developed, but owing to the extreme rapidity with which the reverse
relays employed will operate, I may say that all faults met with
hitherto in service have been successfully negotiated by these relays,
and whilst some 200 of them are in use on generators and feeders,
I have yet to hear of a case where a switch has been opened that
should not have been opened by the automatics provided. Some of
the first relays of this type are installed on generators at Summer Lane
station, where they were subjected to very severe tests before they
were put into service.

Messrs. K. FAYE-HANSEN and G. HARLOW (in reply) : Referring to
Mr. Hunter's criticism, we would say that besides very extensive shop
tests we have certainly had more experience of the actual working of
the gear than he seems to be aware of. We had, of course, before
starting the development of our gear, and even before deciding to
become licencees of the Merz-Price Patents, obtained information
regarding the difficulties met with in the first installations in the
Newcastle-upon-Tyne system and the first installations in Germany.
Regarding the diagram of connections in actual use, several other
schemes of connections besides those of Figs. 9, 13, and 17 have been
adopted on a commercial scale, though some of the diagrams have
been included to show the principles involved and also to show which
connections should be adopted under different conditions. Coming
now to the system developed by the authors, Mr. Hunter will agree
that it is an advantage in case of a break in a pilot wire, that the gear
will operate (instead of having the feeder unprotected as in the
balanced voltage system), even if a large current is required for such
tripping. If, as proposed by the authors, normal full-load current
only is required for tripping under the worst possible conditions, the
advantage is obvious, since the gear in case of a break of a pilot wire
will operate at approximately one-fifth full-load current (with refer-
ence to Fig. 24). Mr. Hunter objects to the authors' schemes in Figs.
23 and 24 on the ground that too many parts require balancing. The
facts, however, are just the opposite, since experience has shown that
the whole system is easier to balance than the balanced voltage system.
In a distribution system as on the North-East coast it is, of course,
quite satisfactory that a fault current several times larger than the
normal full-load current is required for tripping, but on smaller
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systems this might result in the gear not operating even in the case Messrs.
of a dead fault, should this occur when only a small part of the total Ĥ nsen &
generating plant is running. This is also the reason for the dis- Harlow-
crepancy between the 5 volt-amperes input in the transformers
mentioned by Mr. Hunter and the authors' figure of 41 volt-amperes
(Table A, column 1), which is calculated on existing apparatus of
which hundreds are installed, and not on theoretical apparatus.
For a just comparison it is the volt-ampere input at a current
corresponding to the fault current required to operate under the
least favourable conditions which must be compared, and if this
fault current is, for instance, three times the normal full-load current,
the input of the series transformers used on the North-East coast
system would be 45 volt-amperes compared with 41 volt-amperes in
Table A. As pointed out several times in the paper, both series
transformers and voltages can be made smaller if the conditions arc
such that the gear only need operate at fault currents, which are large
compared with the normal full-load current. We cannot quite agree
with Mr. Hunter that the normal full-load current should be forgotten
when designing the protection gear, but we agree that the maximum
fault conditions should be kept prominently in mind. The series
transformers should be designed to carry this current for as long a
time as the protected cable, that is, the primary winding must have
a section approximately equal to that of the cable. This can be
done without using a large amount of material in the construction
of the series transformers and without making them heavy and
cumbersome.

Mr. Clothier made some remarks on series transformers having only
one primary turn. We agree that the insulation of the primary con-
ductor is easier in this type than in the ordinary series type transformer,
but so far as the insulation between secondary turns and also the
testing for balancing is concerned, we cannot see any advantage of
the single-turn over other series transformers. In case of small
systems where the.gear is required to trip at small fault currents (say
100 amperes) it is, however,.difficult to obtain satisfactory results with
a single-turn series transformer. With regard to Mr. Clothier's remarks
on balancing, it is possible to test transformers up to many times full-
load current independent of type and number of primary turns. We
have made a practice of testing the series transformers at approxi-
mately 20 times the full-load current. A statement of the volt-amperes
input at full load and the straight line characteristic up to 20 to 30
times full-load current does not give any real information regarding
the gear, as Mr. Clothier has omitted to state the fault current at which
it will operate under the least favourable conditions; this was
previously pointed out in reply to Mr. Hunter. Referring to the
trouble due to capacity currents Mr. Clothier is of course right that at
a given voltage a six-mile cable has such a resistance as to limit the
primary short-circuit current. Assuming, however, 1,000 amperes per
square inch as normal current density in the cable system, then in an
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Messrs. 11,000 volt 3-phase system the maximum short-circuit current on a
Hansen & 6-mile feeder is approximately 25 times full-load current. With
Hariow. absolutely straight line characteristic series transformers and unlimited

supply at the back of a fault, the capacity current flowing in the pilot
wires at short circuit is independent of the length of pilot wire, but
proportional to the voltage of the system, so that under these con-
ditions the safety from capacity current is independent of the length
of feeder. If, however the series transformer has only a straight-line
characteristic up to a certain value, or the power behind the fault is
limited, the danger of tripping due to capacity currents increases with
the length of the feeder. We would point out, however, that any
slight out of balance in the series transformer, which might cause over-
load tripping on short feeders, would not have any effect on long
feeder sections, since the resistance of the pilot wires reduces the
secondary current, due to such out of balance.

Mr. Clothier has criticised the relay shown in Fig. 31. In this
connection we would say that the masses in the relays are so small
compared with those in the switch mechanism, that the reduction in
total time for operation, even if the masses are reduced, is negligible,
especially as this only can be done by reducing the operating forces.
The robustness of the relay would be reduced and the danger of
operation due to mechanical vibration increased, if these masses were
reduced. We are still under the impression that the additional
contact in Fig. 32 has been put in as a result of observation that
the first contact is unreliable, due to the exceedingly light arma-
ture and the small force's to operate the same. The relay in
Fig. 31 could easily be fitted with an auxiliary contact attached to the
indicating device, giving it all the alleged advantages for Fig. 32,
but the authors consider that the disadvantages introduced entirely
outweigh the advantages, which latter really are only imaginary
when the first contact is made reliable. Regarding the neutral wire
balancing mentioned by Mr. Clothier, this is really a mixture of the
balanced voltage and the balanced current system, the secondaries of
series transformers having different primary currents being connected
in series. Such a connection does not have the main advantages of
the balanced current system compared with the balanced voltage
system. In the authors' system there are two losses—the losses in the
series transformers and in the pilot wires. Both are approximately
proportional to the square of the current going through the feeder, and
will together only be approximately 5 per cent, of the feeder loss,
assuming a 200-ampere feeder. If the feeder loss is 2 per cent, at
normal full-load current, the loss in the protective gear would be
approximately o11 percent. In case operation at a larger fault current
than normal full-load current is satisfactory, the losses will be corre-
spondingly smaller, so that this point certainly is of no importance.
We would remark, however, that if the current required to operate
under the worst possible conditions need not be less than 3 times
the full-load current of the feeder, the input of the series transformers
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at normal full-load current would be 14 volt-amperes, This figure is
for a 6-mile feeder, and for shorter feeders the figures will be
considerably lower. Harlow-

T h e use of the di rect -current t r ip is alleged to have the advantage
that it renders periodical test ing easy to carry out. Now, we would
point out that this is usually done by operat ing the relay by hand, thus
ignoring any fault which might occur on the relay or relay circuit.
W e consider it quite as necessary to test the relay as to test the t r ip
coil, and the equivalent to the above test on a l ternat ing-current
t r ipping is to operate the trip coil by hand. T h e system of test ing we
suggest for Fig. 24 is to open-circuit the pilot wires at any point. If
the gear is set to work at 100 per cent, of full-load current under the
worst possible conditions, it will then trip if the load current is 20 per
cent, of the full-load current .

Wi th most of Mr. Wedmore ' s remarks we entirely agree. He
states, however, that the reason for the authors ' criticism of the system
shown in Fig. 27 is due to the fact that this figure is incomplete , and
he would put in two reverse-current relays to make the gear discrimina-
tive. W e have not shown these relays, as thereby the question of
drop in voltage in case of fault and also the question of shunt t rans-
formers comes in. Fur ther , if a fault should occur near the genera-
t ing end of one feeder, the power in both feeders may reverse if
there is synchronous plant runn ing at the substation end. If such
reversal of power cannot take place, ordinary reverse-current relays
would give the same discriminative protect ion as the balanced system
proposed by him. T h e protective system shown in Fig. 29, however,
would be discriminating under all c i rcumstances . Mr. McKenzie
criticises our action in not r ecommending the Merz-Price gear for
use with generators . W e might have expressed ourselves more
clearly. W h a t we intended to convey was that it should not be used
for generators , except in conjunction with other protection, as we cer-
tainly think it advisable to protect a genera tor against loss of field,
loss of power, and especially it should be cut out at once in case
of failure between different par t s of one phase, as otherwise great
strain might be put on the rest of the genera t ing p l a n t ; and the
damage to the generator itself will, of course, be considerably greater
if the generator is not cut out until the fault has developed into an
earth.

Replying to Mr. Chamen 's remark on testing, these are already dealt
with in the reply to Mr. Clothier. W e have pointed out in the paper
that two pilot wires can be used with the balanced voltage system, but
due to the large impedance in series this connect ion has seldom been
adopted in pract ice . W e still believe that the balanced cur ren t system
proposed by us is easier to maintain and keep in order, since resistances
are much simpler than relays and batteries. T h e extra series trans-
former at each end is only put in to obtain the advantage of using two
pilot wires in place of three. W e have manufactured balance voltage
transformers with air-gaps and ba lanced ,cur ren t t ransformers without
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Messrs. air-gaps, and have found in practice that the latter are much easier to
Hansen & balance. With reference to Mr. Chamen's remarks on sensitiveness
Hariow. w e h a v e stated that, inherently, the balanced current system is more

sensitive, using the same relays, etc., but we propose to use this
advantage to obtain a simpler and more reliable gear by doing without
relays and batteries, and to keep the sensitiveness the same from an
operating standpoint. As regards teed feeders generally, and Fig. 26 in
particular, as an example of this, the arrangement will operate quite
successfully until saturation is reached (just as with the balanced
voltage system), and after saturation the out-of-balance must reach
approximately 30 volt-amperes to operate the trip coil direct, while
only approximately 0*9 volt-ampere out-of-balance is required with
the balanced voltage system. Due to the fact that the impedance of
other transformers and relays have not to be overcome in the balanced
current system (as opposed to the balanced voltage system), this operation
can be obtained without the series transformers reaching an excessive
size. The protection of transformers having tappings has been
referred to. We may say that the necessity for the series transformers
having tappings depends on the size of the tappings, and the short-
circuit current of the protected transformer. The protection of
generators has been dealt with in our reply to Mr. McKenzie on the
same subject.

Replying to Mr. Taylor, we would point out that the reason the
minimum tripping current should be kept closely in mind, is that the
gear must operate when a fault occurs with the minimum generating
plant running and with the fault current limited by resistance between
neutral and earth. It is desirable to have this minimum operating
current as high as possible when the above condition is adhered to, as
thereby the size of series transformers and the maximum voltage, etc.,
are kept down, and it is easier to arrange the design so that overload
tripping with maximum fault currents flowing over healthy sections
will not occur. With reference to the diagram, Fig. 19, we can assure
Mr. Taylor that the proposed fourth transformer will solve the difficult)',
and that the gear will operate in case of a short between phases (2) and (3).
The secondary voltages of the series transformers in these phases have
the same phase-angle between one another as in star-connection (Fig. 13),
and the secondary voltages set up by a fault-current between these two
phases assist each other to force the operating current through the relays
and pilot-wires as in star-connection. We are interested to hear that Mr.
Taylor has succeeded in designing a switch to operate in the time and
in the manner shown in his diagram, and which can be relied upon to
open the circuit in one five-hundredth .part of a second without
causing dangerous voltage rises. We shall be glad when Mr. Taylor is
at liberty to divulge full particulars. Regarding the protection of ring
mains without pilot wires by means of a relay opening more quickly
the lower the voltage (which would be easy to construct), we regret
that Mr. Taylor has not explained his idea more fully, as we are unable
to conceive such a system of protection.which would be successful for
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use on ring mains without cutting out any substation in case of a cable Messrs.
fault. Dr. Kloss asks if the higher harmonics affect operation in the Hasten &
connection of Figs. 8 and q. We would state that in neither of these Hariow.
cases is trouble to be expected, though in the case of Fig. 9 it is theo-
retically possible. For transformer protection as in Fig. 9 the gear has
to be set so that it will not be operated by the no-load current, and the
higher harmonics are not likely to be so large as this. We are in
agreement with most of Dr. Garrard's remarks, though we think that
he does not quite do justice to all the cases in which Merz-Price gear
may be used to advantage. With reference to his remarks regarding
the setting of relays, this should of course not be left to the station
attendant, but be carried out by the manufacturer or to his directions.




